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Editorial. 
IN a series of observations on the defects of our common school system heretofore offered in these columns, it has been shown 
that such defects refer specifically, first, to the persotmel, and 
secondly, to the organizatt'on of the system. The defects 'of the 
first class refer to the incompetency of teachers, the incompetency 
of school officers, and the indifference of the people. The reme-
dy for these defects has been shown to be a great extension of the 
means for the better preparation of teachers, including normal 
schools, the gen~ral diffusion of a sound educationalliterature,and 
the proper organization and wise management of teachers' insti-
tutes, with the multiplication of educational associations and other 
agencies for professional improvement. It is highly important that 
a knowledge, both of the defects and their remedies should become 
universal. The cause of education seriously suffers from ill-advised 
and ill-considered legislation,and this style oflegislation grows 'out 
of P9pular ignorance of the necessities of a thorough, comprehen-
sive, and effectlve school system. Hence, leaders of opinion upon 
educational subjects are indispensable. There is need of a large 
class of persons of both sexes, highly educated, professionally 
trained, and entirely competent to inform and guide public sen-
timent in every thing that relates to education, to schools, and ' 
school systems. What class can be more capable of, or better 
adapted to this leadership than that which is set apart for the 
work of public instruction? In short, what class is so well fitted 
to guide and teach as that whose business it is to teach, if properly 
iJrepared? 
We now come to speak of the defects in the organization of 
the system as the second branch of the discussion. It is amazing 
that a subject so vitally important does not receive more atten-
tion both from educators and educational journals. Referring 
especially to the country schools, it is safe to affirm that no very 
material improvement can be made in their efficiency until a 
radical change is effected in their organization as a SJ!stem. It is 
generally conceded that these schools are by far the ~eakest and 
, most unsatisfactory in the results produced, of any under the care 
of the state. They have no well-planned course of study. They 
are ungraded and unclassified. They are open but a few months in 
a year. The attendance upon them is irregular. The teachers em-
ployed in them are too generally young, inexperienced,untrained, 
and incompetent. They are too frequently changed. The school 
houses in many cases are badly located, ill-arranged, ill-furnished, 
ill-ventilated, and poorly equipped with the material aids to in-' 
struction. There are too many p'etty districts and tOO many 
school officers who are poorly fitted for their duties. Bad judg-
ment is exercised in the employment of teachers, the price being 
deemed of more importance than the quality. Their records are 
loosely and inaccurately kept,and thus the school statistics which 
form the basis of our legislation for education are uncertain and 
to a considerable e:l\tent untrustworthy and valueless. 
These evils result primarily frorp. the subdivision of the ter-
ritory into so many small districts each independent and dis-
tinct in the management of its local affairs. The districts are 
constantly changing their boundaries. Disputes are perpetu-
ally arising, and harmony of action is greatly disturbed. As 
an inevitable consequence of so many adverse circumstances, 
the schools are poo'rly taught, the children are poorly educated, 
and slip-shod, slothful, and superficial habits are formed that are 
fatal to success in after life, and destructive of those tendencies 
that are so essential to the existence, prosperity, and happiness of 
a well-ordered, self-governing community. It is the 'simple truth 
to affirm that the education of the masses of the people in this coun-
try is behind the demands of the age. This 'is a fact attested by 
common observation. The progess of discovery and invention has 
so far complicated our industrial, social, and political relations 
that large masses of our people are unequal to the discharge of 
their duties as men and as citizens. In other words, our material 
and political progress ha~ outgrown our educational progress. 
The schools of the people, especially outside of the larger towns 
and cities, are unequal to the emergencies of the present situa-
tion. They must be reorganized and reformed. 
But what is the first step in the process of renovation? Ob-
viously, the abandonment of the petty district system. Obvious-
ly, the consolidation and concentration of effort looking to a 
proper gradation of the schools and a wiser division of skilled 
labor adapted to the different grades. The township should be as-
sumed as the uni,t of the school system. The districts should be 
consolidated. The multitude of district officers should be dis-
pensed with, and the schools of the town should be organized 
upon principles analogous to those which prevail in cities. A 
single school board, limited to the smallest practicable number, 
is all that is needed for a whole town. Such a board, composeu 
of intelligent and capable persons, IS far more useful and efficient 
than the. multitudes that now make up the district officials. With 
such a board it will be possible properly to locate, and in a 
measure to grade the schools, the lower grades being located in 
the different neigborhoods with a central higher school for the 
more advanced pupils. Teachers could and would be selected 
with more impartiality and with greater reference to their 
qualifica tions. Better salaries would be paid. The weaker 
schools would be strengthened. A definite course of study would 
be adopted and a better quality of teaching secured. District 
" 
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quarrels would be known no more,and the instability arising from 
a perpetual change of boundaries would cease. Indeed,it is unnec-
essary to enumerate the advantages which would accrue from a 
change so salutary and sensible as the township plan has proved 
itself to be. 
The system here proposed is no longer an experiment. It is . 
already in operation in several states and the evidence of its su-
periority admits of no doubt . . The subject should engage the 
ehnest and persistent attention of educators and of educational 
journals. It should be discussed in the newspapers, in the edu-
cational conventions and the school district meetings, until the 
people become thoroughly informed as to its importance, and 
thoroughly in favor of a change that promises such results in the 
direction of a better training and preparation of their children 
for the work of life. There are other topics connected with the 
organization of the public schools yet to be considered. But the 
township movement we believe to be fundamental and hence we 
urge as the first step in direction of a reform that is imperatively 
demanded. 
We observe that several of our exchanges continue to speak 
of the National Educational Association as the "National Teach-
ers' Association." The latter title of the organization having 
been abandoned several years ago and the former having been 
substi tuted, some confusion and no little embarrassment might 
be prevented if the present legal designation could be adhered 
to by those who have occasion to speak of the Association. We 
say legal designation, because we assume that the committee 
appointed for the purpose has secured its incorporation under 
the laws of Ohio. While referring to this subject we venture to 
express the hope that the next meeting of the Association will be 
held at Philadelphia. The reasons for the choice are numerous 
and strong, prominent among which is the assurance of respon~ 
sible men in the Keystone State that at least one thousand will 
be added to its membership in case Philadelphia be selected. 
Such an increase of members would place' the' finances of the 
Association on a solid foundation and enable it to carry forward 
its great work without embarrassment. Again, . the Association 
was organized in Philadelphia iIi 1857, and it will attain its ma-
jority next year. Its meetings never having yet been held twice 
in one place, there would seem to be a peculiar propriety. in go-
ing back to Philadelphia before repeating a .session at St Louis 
or any other point. We vote for Philadelphia. 
We are in receipt of information from 'Mr, L. Kumlein, of the 
Howgate preliminary Arctic expediti~n,to August 20. The ex-
pedition was at that date off the coast of Labrador north of 
Belle Isle, and would go into winter quarters within two or 
three weeks. Mr. Kumlein is very successful in collecting birds, 
fishes, seaweeds, etc. At the time of writing he had secured 
several fine specimens of rare birds. He is w~rmly seconded in 
his efforts by the officers of the vessel and particularly by Cap-
tain Tyson, who is an excellent marksman. These advices were 
brought by a Scotch vessel on a return voyage which was fallen 
in with at the time and place mentioned, the letters coming by 
way of Greenock, Scotland. The father of Mr. Kumlein resides 
on lake Koshkonong, Wis., and is himself an enthusiastic natu-
ralist, having recently made a fine collection of the birds of Wis-
consin for each of the four normal schools of that state. The 
officers and men of the expedition expect to spend the winter on 
the vessel. . 
THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCPILE..-III. 
THE considerations presented i~ the former a~icles ~f this se-ries must lead to the concluslon that an efficIent hIgh school 
. in any com~unity cannot but exert a very marked influence in 
the promotion of general intelligence and of higher views of the 
relations of man to man .and of man to the forces of nature, and. 
that this influence, either directly or indirectly, must reach every' 
grade and condition of society. 
Mention has been made of the respect accorded to every mam 
and woman of culture and high purpose, and of the universally-
recognized benefits resultin'g to society from the very presence~ 
of such persons, a recognition that is manifested by the efforts: 
to secure them as citizens, and the universally expressed regret at: 
their departure from any community. Such people do not pos-
sess a social value merely, they have even a money value which 
can not be expressed by any system of notation. Now an insti-
tution· for higher education operates. in a two-fold way to multi-
ply the number of such in any community. First, it attracts men 
and women of this class from abroad; and second, it raises them 
up at home. Within the sphere of its work, no institution is so 
~fficient in this regard as the high school ; and for this reason 
among others, being free to all, it gathers in the best minds 
from all grades and conditions. Let the opportunities for higher 
education be limited; to the wealthy, and, as is well known by all 
persons at all conversant with the inside workings of high schools, 
by far the better half of the material is gone. 
There are other considerations bearing upon this question 
which ought not to be overlooked. The average' age of pupils 
entering the high school is fourteen years and nine months. It 
is therefore at this age that our children would cease to derive ben-
efit from the system of public instruction, if the high school were 
to be cut off, and, as has already been stated, a majority of the . 
pupils now in our high schools would cease at that age to attend 
school altogether. 
It will probably be admitted that no period of a young person's 
life is mo~e critical in its bearing upon his future than that be-
tween the ages of fifteen and ninteen, the period covered by the 
high school course. It is exceedingly important, not only to 
the young people themselves, but to the public, that during this 
critical-this formative period of life-they be kept well employ-
ed at some earnest work. It is from the ranks of idle youths that 
the dangerous classes of our cities are receiving constant recruits .• 
There are two potent reasons for this. First, it is the period 
during which our present system of industries and sodal organ.-
ization does not afford remunerative employment to many. 
Second, it js the transition period from childhood through 
youth to manhood. It is the period during which tastes and 
judgments take definite forms. It is the period during which 
most persons substantially decide whether they will serve God or 
the devii, whether they will be pillars or burdens to society, 
whether they will be hone-rable citizens or prey upon the best in-
terests of their fellow-men. 
Who are the 'youth that excite grave anxiety and even alarm 
in the minds of all good citizens? Are they the hundreds w~o 
are gathered from year to year in our high schools, or are the¥ 
the young loafers who hang around places of low resort by 
day and prow) about the streets at night? Rather than turn out 
the few hundred that are now being trained to habits of clos~ 
application, and in whose minds we are trying to instil high no-
tions of responsibility and indebtedness to the world in which they 
live, ought we not to draw in, if by any means we can, the crowd 
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of idlers who are being educated now at their own expense, to be 
sure, but of whom many will have to be educated over again at 
the expense of the state? (How many, it remains for time and 
the courts to determine). . 
The logic of the case is this: The state having undertaken to 
educate its children as a ·measure for the public welfare, can not 
:safely nor fairly laydown the burden, if burden i(should be called, 
runtil the period of average unripeness is passed. 
. The pupil should have at home and at the public cost, culture-
tthe best it is possible to give-at least until he can go alone, 
~hich is not before the age of eighteen or nineteen. 
The fact that all, and not even the majority, can at will avail 
~hemsel.ves of the opportunities thus afforded·, does not change 
~the obligation of society to those who can do so, since it is not 
~o Dmch an obligation to the individuals as to society itself. 
la times of finan cial depression there is even more than ordi-
1,1laty need fOT good schools. It is extremely difficult at most times 
::and especially in hard times to find employment fer young per-
:'sons of the age under consideration. Without school privileges 
. this ~ould be a period of enforced idlp.ness. Hard times, as a 
rule, increase the patronage of secondary schools,:while times of 
commercial activity have the oppo~ite effect, on account of the . 
numerous avenues to prospective wealth that stand seductively 
open to young men. 
The question whether Latin is a legitimate part of the public 
school course, or whether the higher nlathematics ought to be 
taught, or whether it was " the original idea" that pupils should 
be educated as scientists or artists at public expense, is altogether 
jrrelevent to this d.iscussion . 
Let it first be deCided at what average age the American youth 
should be cut adrift and left to paddle his own canoe; let it be 
<determined whether the state will give him schooling for four, 
leight, twelve, or more years, and then let us form our c~rricluum 
tUpon psychological grounds with no other thought in view than that 
.onr oourse of study shall leave the pupil , at whatever time he 
ttakes his departure, with the best possible mental development 
Ithat can be attained within the time. 
n we can . do for him better, intellectually and morally, by 
fteach~ng him Latin, let him have Latin by all means. It will 
'cost no more to teach him that than it will to teach him any 
thing of les') educational value. If we can, on the other hand, 
benefit him more by leaving out Latiri, why, then, leave it out. 
And so with every other subject. The discussion ·Of courses of 
study belongs not to politics but to pedagogy. 
The question as to what studies are adapted to produce the best 
mental development is one which h3$ commanded the attention 
of the ablest thinkers of the world. While there is some diver-
sity of opinion, by far the greater weight of it favors substantially 
such a course as is now embraced '~ith great unanimity by our 
high schools and universities; a course in which there is a some-
what nearly equal distribution oftimeamong:the threegreatdeparf-
ments of human thought, viz: mathmatics, language, and science. 
All scho01s (j)f .eminence except the purely technical embrace all 
these in Itheiir rtegtilar courses, allowing more and more scope 
ifrom year tc!> year tc!> the natural t astes and mental aptitudes of 
Ifhe students. J. B. ROBERTi. 
We have made. a change iin theoOTder of making up the WEEKLY 
:so that we 'can publish Ilater stlllte news and give more room 'lilt 
'''Practical iHints .and IExercjse~" ~ which s.e~ms t.P J>e .a yopular 
.department .of .the tP!IJler. 
Contributions. 
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY.-VI. 
Prof. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Ill. 
THE most striking phenomenon resulting from the earth's rotation has not yet been discussed. This is the regular alternation of day and night. The 
sun, which "throws into the shade" all other lights, either natural or artificial, 
constantly illuminates one-half the surface oJ the earth. The ever-spinning 
earth mete, out its surface toward the east from darkness into light, and from 
light again into darkness, and thU:s each location upo.n this surface has its 
appointment of day and niuht. 
It is easily appreciated how the real rotation of the earth from west to east 
causes the sun to appear to move majestically around from east to west. The 
far distant sun, at all times sending his rays perpendicularly upon some point 
of the earth's surface, sheds his influence upon all parts of the surface dis!ant 
from this point not more than 90 degree:;. That one, then, who has the sun 
in his zenith, is located precisely in the center of the illuminated half pf the 
globe.' If, now, the sun be directly above a point in the equator, it will shine 
precisely to the poles. One-half of each parallel of latitude will be in light, 
and the other half in darkness. The days and nights must, at that time, in all 
parts of the earth, be equal in length and at all points upon the same meridian 
the sun will rise or set at the same instant of time. 
The lines of vision of all observers of the rising or the setting sun from 
s~ch meridian, being tangent to their respective parallels of latitude and per-
pendicular to the meridian, must be paralleL To all, then, the sun rises pre-
cisely in the east and sets in the west. To an observer at the equator it will 
be in the zenith at noon, and 90 degrees below all points of the horizon at 
midnight. To one located at the north pole, the sun would constantly be 90 
degrees from the zenith, ever moving in the horizon from left to right. Should 
this observer move from the pole toward the sun, the sun to him would be 
above the horizon in the south. Should he move from the pole and directly 
from she sun, it would j:le below the horizon in the the north. Should he move 
10 degrees fwm the pole, the sun to him would rise precisely in the east and 
set in. the west; it would be 10 degrees above the southern point of the horizon 
at noon, and 10 degrees below the northern point of the horizon at midnight, 
Should he move 50 degrees from the pole to latitude 40 degrees north, the 
sun at noon would be 50 degrees above the southern point of the horizon, 
and 50 degrees below the northern point of the horizon .at midnight, rising in 
the east and setting in the west. The prevailing law is simple. 
If the sun be directly above a pOint in latitude 10 degrees north, having 
itself therefore; a declination of 10 degrees north, the previous result will be 
modified. The distance of the sun above the southern point.of the horizon 
will be 10 degrees more, and the distance of the sun below the northern 
point of the horizon at midnight will be 10 degre~ less. Thus, the observer 
on the equator finds the s~n 90 degrees increased by_lo degrees from the 
southern point of the horizon at noon, and 90 degrees diminished by 10 de-
grees below the northern point at midnight. The observer on latitude 40 J 
degrees north finds the sun 50 degrees increased by 10 degrees above at noon, 
and 50 degrees dimimshed by 10 deg~ees below at midnight. The observer 
on latitude 80 degrees north sees it 10 debrees increased by ·1O degrees at 
noon, and 10 degrees diminishend by 10 degrees below, or precisely in the 
horizon, at midnight. The observer at the pole sees the sun 0 degr.ees in-
creased by 10 degrees at his adopted noon, and 0 degrees diminshed by' 10 
degrees below, or 10 degrees above athis corresponding midnight. In the last 
case the sun of course keeps a constant distance from the horizon. 
If the sun be directly above a point In latitude 10 degrees south, having a 
declination of 10 degrees south, the declination must be substracted where 
before it was added, and added where before it was subtracted. 
If the observer be located on the southern hemisphere, the above discussion 
would hold, provided the words north and south should exchange places, and 
also the words northern and southern. 
The following rules are then deduced: ' 
To find the altiltlde of the sun at noon. Take the distance in degrees from 
the observer to the nearest pole; and to this add the sun's declination, if the 
latitude and the declination are both north or both south, or from it subtract 
the declination, if one is north and the other south. 
To find the distance 0/ the sun below the nearest point 0/ tlu horizon at 
. midnight. Take the distance in degrees from the observer to the . nearest 
pole; and from this subtract the sun's declination', if the latitude and the de-
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clination are both north or both south, or to it add the declination, if one is 
north and the other south. 
If the observer is in the northern hemisphere, the first rule will give the 
distance of the sun from the southern point of the horizon, and conversely; 
the second rule will give the distance of the sun from the northern point of 
the horizon, and conversely. 
A result of more than 90 degrees from any point of the horizon signifies 
as well a distance from the opposite point of the horizon equal to IsO degrees 
diminished by the result. 
A negative result signifies the same positive distance in an opposite direc-
tion. 
It is readily seen that, when the sun has north declination, it rises north 
of east and sets north of west to all observers; and when it has south 
declination, it rises south of east and sets south of west to all observers . 
It is also apparent that it is only w hen the sun's declination is zero that 
each parallel is divided equally into light and shade, and that the days and 
nights are equal all over the earth. Whatever be the declination of the sun, 
t~ days and nights at the equator are always equal. If the declination of the 
sun be north, more than half of each parallel of latitud~ in the northern hemi-
sphere is in the light, and the days are longer than the nights; whilst, at the 
same time, in the southern hemisphere less than half of each parallel of lati-
ude is in the light, and the days are shorter than the nights. If the declina-
~ion be south, the reverse of this must hold. It is apparent, also, that, when 
th.e de~lination is north, summer reigns in the northern hemisphere, and 
wmter m the southern; and that when the declinatoin is south winter flees 
to the north and summer to the south. Still further, when the sun's declina- . 
~ion is north, there is a zone whose center is the north pole, and whose radius 
IS equal to the declination, all of which is illuminated by the sun, and a cor-
responding and equal one at the south pole completely in the dark. 
A.fac~ easily recognized is that the sun constantly and gradually changes in 
declmation, ever swinging back and forth between the points 23~ degrees 
~o~h and 23~ degrees south. From what has been previously stated, then, 
It IS seen that our great luminary is liable to send his rays perpendicularly 
upon any point of the surface of the earth whose latitude does not exceed 23~ 
degrees. ThiS surface is called the Torrid Zone, and is bounded on the north 
by the T.ropic of Cancer and on south by the Tropic of Capricon. When the 
sun has I~ greatest northern declination, and is shining- perpendicularly upon 
t?e TropIC of Cancer, it is shining beyond the north pole completely illumina-
ting ~ zone w,hose boundary is 23~ degrees from the north pole. This sur-
face .15 ~lled the North Frigid Zone; and its bounding line is called the 
~rctJc Circle. The zone at the south pole, all of which is, at this saine time, 
m darkness, is known as the South Frigid Zone, and its bounding line is 
called the Antarctic Circle. When the North F rigid Zone is completely in the 
darkness, the South Frigid Zone is completely in the light. The surface of the 
earth between the North Frigid and the Torrid Zones is known as the North 
Temperate Zone, and that between the South Frigid and the Torrid Zones is 
known as the South Temperate Zone. -
The eartk's motion around tke sun. It now remains to be noticed by what 
_Simple natural process ~ change in declination is effected. This brings us 
clearly to a consideration of the second -special motion of the earth. The 
arguments by which to prove that the earth does not of necessity each year 
revolve around the sun at a distance from it of about ninety·five millions of 
miles are most conclusive. A presentation of these evi(iences in this connec-
tion is not deemed -desIrable. To suppose the earth to have such motion, and 
' to suppose the axis of the earth to be inclined 23~ -degrees from a perpendic-
ular to the plane of the earth's orbit, and ever to remain parallel to any and 
every position held by it, is fully to account for all the varied changes in th~ 
declination of the sun, and all the accompanying phenomena of the seasons. 
When the earth occupies a position in its orbit in which the north pole, compared 
with the south pole, is nearest possible tQ the sun, the sun is in the _summer 
solstice and has a declinatip n of 23~ degrees north, and it is summer in the 
p.ortb. As .the earth moves onward in her course -dUring the following quar-
ter of a year, the axis remaining parallel to itself, the poles become more and 
more nearly equally distant from the sun, until the plane of the equator is car-
ried into ~he su~. The sun now appears to cross 'the equinoctial, the point of 
instersection bemg called the autumnal equinox. In the next quarter of the 
year the sun's decl~nation increases toward the SO!lth, the poles again becoming 
most unequally distant from the sun, the north pole now being the more re-
mote. The sun is now in the winter solstice, winter reigning in the northem 
hemisl?here. The next quarter of the year brings the plane of the equartor 
'back to the sun, and the sun appears in the vernal equinox. The last quarter 
of the year brings us to the place of starting, with the sun again in the sum-
mer colstice. Without the least delay the earth again begins her ample round, 
moving bodily with a velocity of about 1000 miles a minute, and the seasons 
come and go. 
lt is easily seen that the inclination of the earth's axis to a perpendicular to 
th~ plane of the equator determines and fixes the distance of the Tropics from 
the equator, and the Arctic Circles from the poles. Were this inclination 
greater, the Torrid and Fngid Zones would b e greater, and the Temperate 
Zones correspondingly less. 
A RECENT UTTERANCE ON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
AT the Annual session .of the R ock River Conference of the M. E-. church, recently held at Pnnceton, Ill., Dr. C. H . Fowler, editor of the New 
York Christian Advocate, spoke, according to previous announcement, upon 
the subject of Education_ Considering the time the place and the official 
position of the speaker, who is designated by the a~thority of ~he denomination 
to fill the most influential place in the church, his words ought to be carefully 
noted, and to be generally read by all who are interested in our public schools. 
The ex-president of the Northwestern University stated emphatically that 
the state has no right to educate beyond tke p rimary branches. "High 
schools tax thepoor man to educate the ckildrm 0/ tke rich." "The state uni-
versities are supported by lands stolL'll f rom the workitlg.mm of the cotmtry." 
" The state cannot teach and has no right to teach morality." 
The remedy is, of course, all higher education should be given in denomi· 
vational schools. With equal emphasis the speaker affirmed that Methodists 
should send their children to Methodist schools, Baptists to Baptist schools, 
and so on through the whole range of sects. 
In view of such statements made before a body of 175 c1erl!)'men, some of 
whom applauded his most el1!phatic utterances given above, it seems probable 
that the ultra Roman Cathol ics in their attacks upon the public schools are 
about to receive powerful reinforcements from an unexpected source.. If this 
doctrine IS the doctrine of the Methodist church to-day, the sooner it is openly 
avowed the better. But if Dr. Fowler has spoken unadvisedly, and is not 
endorsed by his brethren, let them speak to him a few words that he will lay 
to heart. H. L. 1:1. 
SELECTIONS. 
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
THE committee of the National Educational Association has waited on the President and presented, according to instructions, certain resolutiollS of 
the Association. The committee consisted of Prof. Newell, of Maryland, and 
Regent Bowman, of the University of Kentucky. They were aC"companied by 
the Commissioner of EducatJon (Gen. Eaton), Col. Smith, formerly superin-
tendent of education in Washington, Judge -ribbetts, and Superintendent Wi 1- • 
son, of Washington city. In presenting the resolutions, Prof. Newell remarked 
that one of the main objects was to enli~t the sympathies of the President in 
behalf of the Bureau of Education. The Bureau had been established at the 
suggestion of the educators of the country, and had fully met their views, ex-
cept so far as it was crippled by the want of suitable office·rooms, and by an 
appropriation altogether inadequate for the requirements of the service. 
No opposition to the Bureau existed anywhere, unless it might be on the part 
of those who suspected that the Bureau of Education was the entering wedg e 
for the introduction of Federal influence into the m3.n:to-ement of state educa-
tional institutions. Of such intention the committee h:d no knowledge, anc~ 
with such a scheme they had no sympathy. The promise of the Bureau was 
simply to collect, arrange, and diffuse useful educational in formation; and if 
this necessary work were not perfonned by the Bureau there was .no other 
agency by which the work could be done. The President in reply expressed 
his sympathy with the vi~ws and desires of the Association, and the committee 
retired to pay their respects to Secretary Schurz, by whom also they were 
cordially received.-National R epublicalt. 
A JOLLY BOY IN THE COUNTRY . 
Bangs sends us the following copy oi a letter written by a _Cambridge boy 
who is -up in the country: "Dilly, why do n' t y.ou write me a letter? I am 
having a bully time but 1 have to go round on crotches, for a hoss rake fell 
off a hay mow on to me and spraint my legs. A boy from Charlestown 
named Hookey boards where J do, an me an him go round together and 
have a good time. We catch frogs down il) the brook and throw em through 
the winders on to the table and scare the boarders when they eat; there aint no 
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policeman here m\d you bet 'tis fun to tie pa~ers on to a hog and set em a fire 
and here em squeal. Mr. Smith was awful mad. I was awful sick last week, 
and I have wore out four pair of pants since I have been here. When I left 
home I forgot to let my rabbits out, and I wish you would go into my back-
yard and let em o11t but I gues they are dead now and if they are you may have 
em rabbits can't live three weeks without nothin' to eat if they can they are tuff. 
I have got three turkles and a crow and a lot of things I shall bring home in 
my trung if my mother don't find it onto My mother says I fret her to death, 
and says she never '1 let me go into the country with her again. I can't write 
any more for me and some more fellers is goin down in the pasture and 
throw stones at some calves. Hookey broke out a lot of glass in-the school 
honse and his mother paid $Io."-Boston Globe. 
THE DECAY OF LANGUAGES. 
As time goes on the languages spoken in the world will steadily grow 
fewer. Three hUhdred years ago Cornish was beginning to disappear as a 
spoken language, and a similar fate is now being experienced by the Breton, 
. in many respects a kindred dialect. A Breton sailor told a traveler that three ' 
generations of his family were alive-his father, who spoke only Breton; 
himself, who spoke French and Breton, and his son, who spoke only French. 
So in Ireland every year the number of those speaking Irish decreases. 
Twelve years ago a tourist in Kerry met a well-dressed young man of the 
farmer class on a country road, of whom he asked some questions, which were 
answered very politely, but very little to the point. At length he said: "Truth 
. . I can speak very little English." Asking some well-to-do peasant IS, su, . . . 
women in Clare for some milk, they made sIgns for hl1n to walt, and called a 
man who interpreted. The rising generation, however, nearly all speak En-
glish except some on the wild Alantic washed islands. In the Isle of Man 
it is as described in Breton. The Welsh, however, stick to their vernacular, and 
when you get into a rural district in a country not contiguous to t~e English 
b d ml'ght almost as well be in Russia. A famous Enghsh Judge, or er, you . r ' 
who on one occasion observed, "There is a degree of cunmng and dup IClty 
revealed in the conduct of this case such as is, I regret to ~ay, ~ot uncomm~n 
. h "I't" used·to aver that the Welsh stuck to theIr vernacular In In t e pnnclpa I y, _ " 
great measure to defeat the ends of Justlce,-N. Y. SUIl, 
A NEW MAIL CAR, 
A new and improved mail car has just been completed b~ the Chicago, 
" k d St Paul Railroad Company for use on theIr road. It is Mllwau 'ee, an . ' 
r ' I th and has twelve Wheels, carried under two patented fifty leet In eng " , . 
trucks. It is fitted with Miller platforms and the Improved West,lnghouse 
, 'brake The principal improvements are, first, the mcreased automatIc aIr· . , . 
. . econd the new arranoemellt of the mall bags whereby the space gIven, s, " . , 
distribution is facilitated, and third, the increased lIght and superI~r a,ccom. 
modation for the distributing clerks. In the old cars the papers were dlstrIb~lted 
into a semi·circular case, \vhich occupied a full half of the car and admItted 
light from one side ollly. Now the bags are carried on iron racks and rest on 
the floor, while the letters are sorted into pigeon.holes at one end of the car. It 
is estimated that fully 50 per cent more mall matter can be handled under the 
new arrangement within a given tim.e than was possible in the old cars, and 
that the clerks can attend to this extra business with less trouble than they 
formerly could. A second car will be completed within the next two weeks 
the cost of the two being less than $Io,ooo.-Chicago bzter Ocean. ' 
Kindergarten Department. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY : 
YOUR admirable editorial of September 27 encourages me to address you on the subject of the great and radical reform of education, initiated by 
Frobel's Kinderga.rten, kept strictly according to his idea, and in his way; 
which allows the teachers such a wise freedom in the application of the idea 
~ can only be ensured by study of this last great master in the art of arts. 
Frobel'.s reform is, . in a certain subtle sense, revolutionary, but still it is a 
co~ervative reform, In~~uch as it does not propose to alter any school 
whIch may come after It In the forms of its methods and discipline. but t 
. unde.rlie t~em with three or four years' culture of the child's ' powers ~f sense~ 
mamfestahon, and observation, by means of a discipline of love, trust, hope, 
~ and generous confidence, as shall really "keep the heart to the issueS of life" 
, 
and educate the will to self·directio!\, self.government, and the producti?n of 
forms transient and permanent; and so foreclose mischiePs idle caprice 10 an 
ever· increasing measure. 
Frobel's first principle is that human willis irrefragable, and must be pre-
se~ved self.respecting, by being employed and addressed reas,onably ~nd gen· 
erously instead of repressed or coerced arbitrarily. But he recogmzes none 
the less'that it can be perverted and exasperated to the creation. of evil from 
earliest years' and often is so perverted and exasperated, by the ignorance of mothe~s and ;he carelessness of early teachers; and therefore here must be the 
pressure of reform; and special culture for kindergartners and mothers is the 
most Important thing for all educators to secure. 
An American Frobel Union has been formed,during the last summer, which 
has had three meetings in Boston; and guaranteed Lee and Shepard o f that 
city in the publication of "Reminiscences of Frobel, by the Baroness ~a~en. 
holtz·BUlow," author of Education by Work according to Frobel's pnnclple 
(which was translated by Mrs. Horace Maim, and privately printed and to be 
had of its patron Rudolphus Bingham, of Camden, N. J., post-paid for $1.00). 
"The Reminiscences" is mailed to any address for $1.50, and contains con-
versations of Frobel with Diesterweg, Varnhagen, von Ense, and other great 
thinkers of his time, reported by the Baroness, who may almost be said to 
have discovered Frobel, and, who first brought him in contact with those 
who could appreciate him, and who uniformly decided, after hearing him talk 
or seeing him work, that he made an advance on all his greatest predecessors, 
by taking up the child in the irresponsible era of its instinctive activities, and 
sympathetically directing them into formation and production, without inter-
rupting the childish freedom of play, but merely perfecting it. 
The publication of this book is timely; for it suggests the momentous con-
sequences of superficial people's getting hold of the mere form of the kinder-
garten occupations, with no profound knowledge of infant psychology, or 
the ground principles of morality, religion, and art. Every attempt at a so· 
called kindergarten that does not succeed in preparing children for school, 
is a serious injury to the cause of this reform. "The corruption of the best is 
the worst." 
The American Frobel Union is an earnest attempt by those who have stud-
ied Frobel's system most profoundly, to discredit ignorant attempts and pre-
tended improvements, of which there are many, especially-though not ex-
clusively-in America. The members feel sure tbat if the American people 
can have 'a fair chance to know the system of Frobel in the purity of its idea 
and form, as it came from the master, who did not proclaim it till after thirty 
years of earnest experiment, they would adopt it. The only striking proof we 
can at present point to is at St. Louis, where a faithful experimenter, and ex-
pounder Miss S. E. Blow, by four years of concentrated effort, one for her 
own preparation, and three of practical kindergartening,-so plainly demon-
strated its excellence, that the city authorities have prefixed it to their school 
system, by establishing thirty kindergartens to be kept by Miss Blow's 
trained scholars, under her superintendence. 
But few persons hav~ the material means and her peculiar advantages, to 
repeat Miss Blow's experiment. In general, the public school authorities 
must depend on private kindergartners to create a general demand; and the 
American Frobel Union takes upon itself the duty of discriminating and point-
ing out these, and especially the reliable training schools; and It makes the 
Killdergal·ten Messenger, published at 19 Follen street, Cambridge, Mass., its 
organ. The number just published, for September and October. contains the 
report of the organization of the Union. While the kindergarten is no more 
the school than the home is a school, it is, like the .home, of essential impor-
tance to all school education. 
The late Dr. Bushnell most happily set forth, in a great oration of his de-
livered at Cambridge, Mass., on an anniversary of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, 
that the play ·principle was the pnnciple of genius; and Coleridge defined 
genius as childhood's instincts carried forward into the years o£ maturity. Fro-
bel has verified these dicta by his invention of the kindergarten to educate 
the play·principle before school begins ;. and of the school-garden and youth-
garden to keep the play-principle healthy, and a civilizing recreation from the 
severe exercises of the school. 
In the number of the Kindergartm Messenger for Sept. and Oct. is copied 
a letter upon School-gartens, by Dr. Erasmus Schwab; of Vienna, Austria, 
who for several years so successfully conducted one in that city', that its muni-
cipality has douqled the number 'of acres devoted to it, that ill the school 
children of the city may have the advantage of its refining and healthy in'-
fluences. A. F. U. 
./ 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.-Mr. S. F. Cale, of the Sauk Center Graded School, now has charge of the public school at Blue Earth City, Minnesota. He has had 
some interesting experience in discipline recently. It appears that several 
children in the Intermediate department broke open the teacher's desk and 
secured a promise from a few others.that happened to be in the room, not to 
expose the transaction. But one of the latter, however, whose conscience was 
troubled; turned" state's evidence" in the case and revealed the names of the 
incipient burglars. A teacher's meeting was called at which it was decided 
that the offenders should be punished, including all of the witnesses but the 
informant. Against this decision there were signs of parental revolt, and 
threats were made against the Principal. But the punishment was inflicted, 
and much excitement was raised among the parents of the offenders. ' The 
school board firmly sustained the course of the teachers. The Blue Earth 
City Post, commenting upon the affair, justly remarks: "This is right. The 
teacher should rule the school and the scholars be made to understand that 
neither they nor their parents can dictate the mode of discipline." 
SCIENTIFlc.--General Macauley announces that the Woodruff Expedition 
is a fixed fact and will sail within a very few days of October 25. There is yet 
sufficient time in which to join and procure excellent accommodations. The 
latest endorsement is from the New York Academy of Sciences.--A German 
zoological gazette announces that in the caves of Pappenheim, near Solenhof-
, en, Ernst Hreberlein has discovered a second specimen of the archceopteryx 
litograpkica, the first specimen of this extraordinary bird of the antediluvian 
era having been found by him nearly twenty years ago. The second specimen is 
much more complete, its head being very well preserved. This curious fossil, 
long a subject of study for naturalists, is half .reptile, half bird. From traces 
left on the stones, displaying clearly the wings and vertebrre, it is proved that 
this animal had a gen uine tail like that of a mole, as long as its body, formed 
by twenty diminishing vertebrre covered with feathers.--The subterranean 
telegraph wires in Germany have proved highly satisfactory. The conducti-
bility of the buried wire, instead of decreasing, has, on the contrary, somewhat 
increased, . and no fault in the msulation has made itl.elf apparent. It is be-
lieved that in the long run the buried wires will prove the cheapest. Posts 
and insulators, constantly demanding renewal, are thus dispensed with.--It 
is proposed to bridge the'nosphorus at Constantinople; estimated cost, $25,000, 
000; time, six years.--'J he Inter Ocean gives an interesting review of Lith-
ography in a recent issue. It mentions its rapid growth and development, and 
gives some interesting facts concerning Lithographing and Wood engraving. 
The art was first discoyered by a Bavarian, in 1795. The first speci~en ex-
ecuted in the United States was published in the Analectic Magazine, in 1819. 
--Believers in the Darwin theory shOUld trace out tlie alleged CoJcrado 
discovery. It purports to-be a petrified human body with four inches of taiL 
Prof. Semper, of Wurtemburg, Germany, says he does not believe the figure 
to be of paleontologic origin, nor a petrifaction. The majority who have seen 
it think it a piece of statuary or clay image of very ancient origin. Those who 
are anxious to trace their origin to a monkey have, however, reason to hope 
that the " missing link" has been found.--The telephone is doing practical 
work in English mines, as a communication between the top and bottom in 
deep shafts.--The result of Henry M. Stanley's explorations in Africa will 
place him first among those who have penetrated the savage wilds of that un-
'kn'own land. His identification of the river Lualaba with the Congo settles a 
vexed question in the river ~stem of Africa. His journey took him across 
the 'continent nearly on a line With the equator. Eleven montlis were occu-
pied in this exploration, nine of which were spent in a region hitherto utterly 
unkown, in the midst of the most incredible difficulties and dangers, Before 
reaching his journey's end 1the nUlI)ber of his followers had been reduced by 
famine, desease, desertion, and war to a band of only fifteen.--The first 
<;:h inese telegrapll was recently erected in Tien-tsin" without opposition by 
the people," who, it is said, have had a strong'antipathy to the poles and 
wires. The line is about six miles long, and is in charge of two college stud-
ents.--Acting under Russian Ministerial instructions, and for the informa-
tion of native agriculturalists, Dr. Qerstl!.cker has prepared a pamphlet on 
"The Colorado Beetle and its Appearance in Germany." It will conlain illus-
tration of the beetle, its larvre, and a chart showing its progress in the United 
States.--The Lavoisier medal of,the French Societe d' Encouragmunt pour 
- r Industrie Nationale has been awarded to Mr. Walter Weldon, an English-
man. In presenting it, M. Dumas congratulated Mr. Weldon upon having 
cheapened every sheet of paper and every yard of callco Il!ide in the world, 
'. 
and Prof. Lamy stated that since Mr. Weldon's invention the amount of bleach-
ing powder made had trebled, and that fully ninety per cent is made by the 
Weldon process. The LavoiSIer medal is a rare distinction. It has not been 
awarded since 1870, and.the only ether recipients are M. de Lesseps, Boussin-
gault, Jaques Siegfried, Henri Giffard, Sir Charles Wheatstone, and Sainte-
Claire Deville.---The New York Tribune says that the only way in which 
Americans can be educated in sanitary science is to have it taught in the pub-
lic schools and colleges.--A recent traveler asserts that the Khedive's mania 
for making Egypt a manufacturing country in opposition to nature, which 
made it agricultural, is inherited from Mehemet Ali, who was the first to set 
the example of importing costly machinery, and to whom the influx of foreign-
ers into Egypt was first due.--' New Orleans proposes a new ana shorter cut· 
to the ocean by a ship canal cut through to Barataria Bay-an estuary of the 
sea that penetrates far into the land on the south coast of Louisiana. The 
distance from New Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico by this route would be only 
fifty-eight miles, and the cost of digging the canal about $5,ooo,000.--Indi-
cations of a prehistoric people, which are plentiful in southwestern Colorado, 
have lately been discovered in western Nevada, Antique pottery and unde-
cipherable writings on the rocks are the most common tokens. At one place 
engraved upc;m a rock, is the nude figure of a man, holding in his right hand 
a shrub, the outlines of which show considerable artistic skiIL--The exca-
vation of the earth-covered and ruined seaport of Ostia on the Mediterranean 
is proceeding rapidly. Some beautiful columns and mosaic floors in Jragments 
have already been found; and the archreologist Fiorelli expresses his belief 
that a proper handling of the old docks and quay; will bring to light some 
curious 'maritime implements once used against the fleets of Carthage. 
LITERARY.-The first number of The Primary Teaeher, the much-heralded ' 
new monthly from Boston, has made its appearance according to announce-
ment-and yet perhaps not exactly according to announcement, for something had 
given us an ideal which is hardly realize'd in the niagazine before us. It con-
tains 22 pages of reading, or about half as much as the WEEKLY. It sticks 
well to its text, and furnishes the primary teacher with valuable help in her 
work. In view of the vast num~~riof primary teachers throughout the coun-
try who never read such a magazine, and in view of the consequent barrenness 
of their minds in respect to the best methods of instru<:tion, such a publication 
should be hailed with thanksgiving by every lover of children and every la-
borer for their proper- education. May it . find its way to every comer of the 
land, and do its part-which will be no inferior one-in revolutionizing and 
elevating the 'character of primary instruction in public schools.--Among the· 
early holiday. books issued by D. Lothrop & Co., are "Vacation Stories for 
Girls," and "Vacation Stories for Boys," both by popular American authors. 
--Mr. T. S. Denison, of DeKalb, Ill., has met a want of many schools in 
composing new plays for school exhibitions and amateur theatricals. The latest 
published are Seth Greenback, a social drama in four acts, and Wanted: A 
Correspondent, a farce in two acts. Mr. D~nison's compositions are written 
with a view to their production before audiences composed of the best society, 
and there is nothing in them objectionable in language or sentiment. They ar~ 
too long for ordinary occasions, but very excellent for extraordinary occasions. 
Price of each, twenty cents.-· - We are glad to acknowledge the receipt of a 
complete file of Mr. Hailman's sprightly paper, The New Educatio1z, devoted 
to the earnest and intellig~nt advocacy of the kindergarten. He is putting all 
his energies into the noble work ~f promoting the interests of this new depar-
ture in American education. He has our entire sympathy, and we give him the 
pledge of our hearty' cooperation.--We are greatly indebted to the Hon. J. 
H. Smart, of Indiana, for a copy of his last biennial report of the public 
schools of that state. It is an exceedingly' interesting and suggestive document, 
containing several unique features to which we shall hereafter take occasion to 
refer. We are glad to learn that Supt. Smart's health is greatly improv.ed so 
that he 'is able to resume his official labors.--Phelp's Teac~ers' Hand Book 
has been translated into the Spanish language and officially adopted as a text-
book in the government normal schools of the Argentine Republic.--Another 
new music book for schools is The Grammar School Choit·, by '¥. S. Tilden, 
published by Dilson & Co., Boston. It contains 182 pages covered by 220 
songs of varying utility. The grouping into fou~teen sets of the songs best 
adapted to various voices is in some respects an advantage. A large part of 
the boOK is taken up by short strains or airs from pieces , of greater length, 
which, though pretty, are not complete enough in themselves, or long enough, 
to be sunjt very generally by schools, Many of these airs are from classic 
writings, and some are standard songs; the music generally is simple and 
easily sung, provided the scho61 has a good leader.--James Vick, the cele-
brated florist oj Rochester, N. Y" will issue the fil'S~ nlllPber of his Illustraftfi 
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The country teachers are, as a class, poverty stricken, are inexperienced writ-
ers-too frequently incompetent writers; as individuals they are unknown out-
side of the district-frequently outside of the school·house in which they teach 
therefore faint ind'eed must be the echoes which come back, as after.cadenc~ 
of the voices sent in from the country school, from the editorial and publishing 
rooms of the various noble papers that really ha.ve at heart the good of all the 
school. 
Monthly Magazine about December I.--James P. Scott, publisher of The 
Agent's Guide, has brought out the first number of The Business Man's 
Magazine. It presents a neat appearance, and contains a good variety of 
reading.-- The WittenlJerger, a journal devoted to the interests of Witten-
berg College, Springfield, Ohio, appears in a new form, about the si?e of St. 
Nicholas. It is also under new editorial management, but. its excellence is 
well sustained.--One of the neatest and in many respects the best of our lit-
erary exchanges is The Literary Messenger, published by E. H. Hutchinson, 
Buffalo, N. Y. It is a monthly, and can be obtained at the very low price of 
fifty cents a year.--The Appeal, the organ of the Reformed Episcopal 
Church, edited by Bishop Samuel Fallows" of this city, has been changed 
from a monthly to a bi-weekly journal. Subscription price, $1.50 a year, in 
advance~ It is a good paper.--E. L. Kellogg & Co., of the N. Y. School 
Journal, have brought out the first number of The Scholar's Companion, de-
signed to furnish good and instructive reading for boys anll girls who are at-
tending school; it also contains a few good pieces for ' recitati.>n or public 
reading. If subsequent numbers shall be as good as the first, the journal will 
soon reach a wide circulation.--The October number of the Eclectic Teacher 
is the best yet published. It shows the increasing attention given to ed-
ucation in the Southern States. It has a kind of missionary work to accomplish, 
but is doing it well, and should have the decided support of every Southern 
teacher.--Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co. bring out a humorous book this month 
which is likely to make a sensation among the juveniles, it being "The Twelve 
Adventures of Miltiades Peterkin Paul," with over thirty illustrations by Hop· 
kins. 
Can a physiCian prescribe intelligently for a pattent whom he has not seen, 
and from whom he has heard only through some day. laborers ? Can a natu· 
'Talist describe the habits and characteristic~ of the ant, having studied the same 
only in a balloon a mile above the earth? Can't you raise a voice that will 
reach us away down here? I've accepted your kind invitation to writ!!; please 
REVIEWS. 
Tangled. By Rachel Carew. (Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co.)-This is a 
pleasant story for an idle hour, especially if one wants merely to be amused, 
without being obliged to exercise his thinking powers. A pretty young lady 
is told by her "friend" about an "interesting lunatic," a Polish ' Count, who 
has for years been at the watering place where they have just arrived. She 
is greatly interested in the account given her of him, and at her first appear-
ance at the table chances to be placed opposite him, as she supposes. It is 
really, however, another handsome young man in the full possession of all his 
faculties. Remembering the directions given by her friend for the treatment 
of the manaic, she applies them to this young man, and the consequence is-
all sorts of'absurdities. He very naturally supposes her demented. They each 
"fall in love" with the other, however, and spend thier leisure hours in lao 
menting each other's misfortune. His "friend"U) next appears, on the scene. 
He soon discover. the state of affairs, but having made up his mind to marry 
her himself, deliberately "tangles" their love affairs into a worse knot than 
before. The young lady is "almost persuaded" to marry the "friend," 
when the real maniac escapes from his confinement, and after numerous and 
severe trials concerning the hero's identity, the young lady finds out that 
he is not the Polish Count. Explanatlons ·are made, and the tangled skein is 
made straight after the usual fashion of novels. 
Several minor charaters are well drawn, especially Vera, the little Russian 
girl. • 
The book·maker's art is well displayed, and the outside of tlie book is 
quite as pleasurabie as the contents. 
- Correspondence. 
A VOICE FROM THE RURAL DISTRICTS. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
YOUR last editorial struck the kp.y.note " of a subject of untold importance to this nation-the subject of the common schools; and I know I speak ' 
the heart-sentiment of not a few of the earnest, toiling teachers in the rural 
districts, when I exclaim, " May this key· note be caused to sound until it shall 
have called forth every tone in the entire scale I" 
I have' given nearly ten of the best years of my life to labor in the country 
district schools, earnestly striving to do something toward li'ettering. their con-
dition, and through all those years" (and I say this in all soberness, not com. 
plainingly, not i~ bitterness, but only hoping that, if there be any thing in my 
words, the learned and earnest gentlemen at the head of our valued and wide-
lr cir~ulated WEEKL~ will give a ~ore searching look us.wad) I have de-
nved !tttle real aid,. aside fr~m ~he kmdly ~ords. of encouragement, from the 
one or more educahonal penodlcals of which I am always a subscriber. 
The· contri.butors to the educational. papers generally are ladies and gentle· 
m~n ?f leammg from amo~g the preSidents of colleges, state superintendents, 
prmc1l?als of grade~ and high schools, authors, and so on, whose contributions 
are .pald for according to the notoriety of the writer. 
/ 
.pardon, but publish my long leiter. Yours truly, 
BELLEFLOWER, ILL., Sept. 24, .1877. J. W. WIlIGHT. 
ANSWERS. 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queries which have preceded.] 
44. Assign a whole page in the spelling book for a lesson. Select twenty· 
five words and pronounce at the time for reCitation. Pupils may write the 
words as Ihey are pronounced, upon the slate or slip of paper, or in a writing 
speller. In order that all may hear, have some pupil in a remote part of the 
room from the teacher pronounce the word just after the teacher pronounces 
it. After the twenty.five words are written,let there be just a moment given for 
explanations; then the work may be exchanged, when the teacher will spell 
the list of words. As soon as through, let the lists be returned to their owners; 
then let all who have error<; stand. Number - is called upon to speUfirst word 
missed by him. All who missed that word and no others may be seated; an-
other person called upon to spell another word, and a similar rotation pursued 
till all are seated. Then let one of the pupils who was perfect write upon 
the board a list of all the different words missed, placing by the side of each 
word the number of each pupil who missed the word. A different person 
should be appointed each week to examine the written exercise and render 'a 
written report of the same the following morning. 
47. The teacher should read good works and tell his pupils about what he 
has read. If he has not the faculty of telling it, his pupils will know in 
other ways that he has been in. good company. He can cite quotations like 
the following : 
" A little learning is a dangerous thing, 
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian spring." 
"And he named her from th~ river, 
From the waterfall he named her, 
Minnehaha, Laughing Water." 
Ask his pupils such questions as these: "Who wrote the piece from which 
the first two lines are an extract ?" "What other pieces did he write?" "Write 
a biographical sketch of the author and give another extract." In the second 
extract nearly all would recognize that it was taken from Longfellow'S Song 
of Hiawatha. , Many questions could be asked about this one piece, and most 
of the pupils will be surprised .to see how little they know about the writings 
of such men, especially if properly presented by the teacher. The old rule 
holds good here as elsewhere: "As is the teacher, so is the schooL" 
A. H. PORTER. 
44. Write on blackboard each day for the fi~t four school days of the week 
a lesson of twenty or more words selected according to the best judgment of 
the teacher; have the class copy these on slips or in writing spellers. On the 
fifth day have a selected pupil gather the slips or blank books up,. after which 
let the same one pass small slips of sufficient size and previously prepared, upon 
which the class write any suitable number selected from the preceding days' 
lessons, and pronounced by the teacher, as 20, 25. Let these now be spelled 
by teacher or some pupil, the misspelled words corrected as this is done. Now 
let the pupil who distributed the slips. gather them up, notice the corrections, 
and figure the percentage of accuracy and report the same at next exercise. If 
additional spur is needed let those who miss write and correct their misspelled 
words upon the board. 
50. I ·believe the best method of stating examples in compound proportion 
to be that of compound fractions. As in the problem: 
If [2 men in 8 days, working 10 hours a day, build a wall 20 rods long,s 
feet high, and 3 feet thick, in how many days can 9 men, working 8 hours a 
day, build a wall 25 rods long, 4 feet high, and 2 feet thick? 
Showing that theiJanswer must be some number oftimes 8 days, integral or 
fractional, first consider the number of men employed, as our comparison of 
causes. As 12 men build the first wall, and 9 men are to build the second, it 
will require lJl. as many days to do it, expressed as lj-x8. Again, comparing 
hours worked' each day. the first men working 10 hours 'and the others to }York 
but 8 hours, these last will require longer time, as JsQ. X J@'-X8 days. So by com-
paring length of wall we have, t!X¥XV.X8 days, till at last we have t xt 
X«X¥X¥X8 days, which, py cancellation, gives the result. :It 
36. "Omega" makes a slight mistake in attempting to answ~r question 36 
when he states that the frigid zones would be each 250 wide, as this would be 
but }4 of their width, for they would extend 25° each side of the poles, mak-
ing their whole width 50° ·instead of 25°. . A. 
We have several questions and answers which are crowded out thiS week; 
they will appear next we~k.-ED.] , 
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Arkansas 
GE ORGE W. Hill writes as follows in the educati?nal department C!f the Spirit of Arka'~a: : Letters to us, to .the Sup:nn~endent of Pubhc In-
struction to every body III the state, of whom IlIformatlOn m regard to Arkansas 
is requir;-d, ask about our. schools: Of course in answering this question, we 
are obliged to convey the Idea that they are not equal to those of OhIO and other 
states that have had superior systems in operation/or years. But to immigrants 
especially, we write this explanation, and it is just as we understand the question. 
We have as good a school law based upon as good a system, with as good, ear-
nest, and hard-working a State Superintendent as any state in the Union. Our 
system and all belongings, and State Superintendent, are heartily supported by 
the Governor, and leading men and women of the state. The people of 
this Southern State have awoke to the fact that the public school is the bulwark 
upon which rests-their safety and prosperity, and so fast as they understand ~he 
merits of the system, give it their hearty support. In answer to the question 
why the system as established under Radical rule was not supported, we 
answer, that whatever good there was in the system, under them, was so top-
heavy with rascality and thieving that honest people would have noth.ing to do 
with it, is a short answer as well as a blunt one, and too true. Our pubhc schools 
at Little Rock, Fort Smith, and Helena, the largest cities in the state, are not 
surpassed. Here are true devotees of learning who have been pioneers, and 
honest men and women, who have popularized as well as secured untold ben-
efits to th.s great state. The past year, the State Superintendent H1cceeeded J. N . 
. Fish, Esq., a most zealous gentleman of Little Rock, as the educational editor of 
the Teachers' Association. His writings with his hard work has told favorably and 
largely 'in the good work. The Arkansas Industrial University, the Academy, 
and numerous private schools of the state have been more largely attended the 
past year than heretofore, and the present summer the press an d people have 
agitated and advocated the public school question so largely that w~ apprehend 
that there will be more schools supported by public tax during the next eighteen 
months, and more zeal and a greater desire manifested for their success than 
ever was had in the state in twice the length of time before. We cite the case 
of a county as one instance. It has been hard work heretofore to keep any 
kind of a school at work. A few weeks ago some of the more prominint citi-
zens concluded that the right way to do w.as to educate their children at home, 
as well as to build up schools at home. It was impossible to 
secure . a tax soon enough, and under the law, large enough, to carry 
the school forward. These citizens hired two teachers, guaranteeing them two 
thousand dollars salary for ten months, with a resolution to. pay all that the 
tax, when levied and collected, failed to pay. There are many instances of 
this kind throughout the state, therefore we say to you, friend of another state, 
that we conceive that if the school question is the only one that hinders you 
from coming to Arkansas that you need not have any fears on that score, for 
we are an hundred times better off in this respect than are th~ territories, or 
Texas, better off than are Kansas or Nebraska, or the western counties 
of Iowa or Minnesota, or the southern counties of Illinois or Indiana. But 
even if there was no school system here it is better with our climate, excellent 
and productive soil, timber, and central location, than elsewhere. Join the 
crowd coming to Arkansas next month, and see us as we are. 
Minnesota. 
THE annual school meeting "-,vas held at Northfield, pursuant to notice, in the large hall of the brick school house; at 7 : 30 o'clcck. The attend· 
ance was not large; for the reason, pr:obably, that the people think the man-
agement is in good hands. In addition to tlie resources provided by the law 
for the support of the schools, the,Board of Education recommended the raising 
of k.soo by a tax upon the property of the district. - At this point Hon. H. 
Scriver arose to offer a motion that in vie~ of the great change in ~alues, 
expense of living, etc., that the board be mstructed to make a deduction ~f 
ten per cent on all salaries of teachers who are paid over $4~ per mont~. ThIs 
motion Mr. Scriver supported by a sensIble speech from hIS stand-pomt, al-
though it failed to bring a majority of the meeting to his v.ie~s. The res?lu-
tiOll was opposed by Profs. Goodhue and Payne, G. M. Phllhps, A. F. KII~g. 
man, and President Strong. C.~. Wheaton took the ground that the sa!an~s 
of the lady teachers should be increased rather than lowered. Mr. Scn~~r s 
motion was lost· first by a viva voce vote, and secondly, on request by a nS.mg 
vote. On moti~n ' the board's recommendation to raise $4,500 was adopted 
without opposition. The meeting then adjourned.--Programme for Teachers' 
Association to be held in Litchfield, Oct. 27.-Discussion of methods of teach-
ing oral spelling, opened by Mrs. S. M. Adams; Lesson. in P~ysiology, ~eo. 
A. Kline; the Geography of Italy, Mrs. !-earned; StraIght lm~ ~n~lysl~ of 
compound proportion, Prof. Haines; Musl~; Paper, " S~hool. ?15clpitne, J. 
M. Russell' Lesson in elocution, Prof. Hames; Lesson m wntmg, L. S. Cath-
cart. Disc~ssion on the relative value of mathematical, linguistic, or scien-
tific studIes. Reports of schools them in session by their teachers:--The 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction has prepared and pubhshed hIS 
statement of the funds due the different counties of the state under the law 
apportioning the current school fund. The total sum is $146,500.44.-.-The 
teachers' drill held at Grand Meadow recently was in every way a success. 
Supt. Holbrook, assisted by Miss E. A. Wheel~r, ~r. ~udley, and Mr. Goo~­
sell, did an amount of work for four days, whIch, Judgmg from the comph-
mentary resolutions pasSed by those who participated in the meetings, was. 
highly appreciated.--The Catholic society of Victoria(Laketown) are about 
to erect a new school· house, and we are informed that the priest collected 
among his parishoners the sum of $1,000 to be devoted to that purpose. 
Michigan. 
THE attendance of students at the University is larger than for a number of rears. The Regents at their late meeting voted full authority to their 
attorney, Senator Christiancy and Hon. Wm. L. Webber, to settle the Labora-
tory matter as they deemed best. · The libel case of Dr. Rose vs. Dr. Douglas 
is to be tried, we understand, at the term of court soon to begin. The boys 
at the University are busy electmg their different class officers and" rushing" 
each other. A splendid course of lectures is provided by the Students' Lecture 
Association for the season. Mr. Storrs, of Chicago, opens the series Oct. 24. 
Prof. Ten Brook, who, for the most of the time, has been connected with the 
University since '44, is about to leave Ann Arbor for the East, in search of 
more lucrative employment. For the last thirteen years Prof. Ten Brook has 
been librarian at the University, and has made the library about all there is of 
it; " Republics are ungrateful."--The attendance of students at the Normal 
School is very large and daily increasing. About thirty graduates of the pub-
lic high scooois of the state are enrolled for a professional course of study. 
The walls of the new building are now up to the first floor and the contractors 
are" pushing things." The citizens of Ypsilanti have subscribed over $2,000 
for a tower in connection with the new building, and this is now being built. 
The dome of this tower is to be fitted up for an astronomical observatory . 
Prof. Lodeman is active perfecting arrangements for his European tour of next 
summer. Already applications have been received from persons in several of 
the Western States and the prospects are good for a large company. People 
could hardly find an abler gUIde or a more intelligent companion for a tour in 
France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy.--The Agricultural College Com-
mencement occurs Nov. 20.--Geo. W. Davis, principal of the Benton Harbor 
graded school, has enrolled 215 pupils,-32 in the High School. MISS Ma.ry 
Allen, of the last Normal Class, is an able assistant.--Mr. H . C. Rankm, 
now serving his second year as principal ' of the Cassopolis Union School, has 
a larger enrollment than last year. He is teaching a class of seven in Ger-
man, and one of six beginning French, which he is making a special study. 
Miss Emma Goodwin, an old Normalite, is assisting him.--Principal A. C. 
Brower, of Cairo, and Geo. W . Warren, of Williamsburg, have both recently 
purchased considerable bilis of chemical and philosophical materials for the 
use of their schools. They are both live young teachers.--Principal Mi~ler 
of Grass Lake, on account of the long and serious sickness of his youn~ wlf~, 
has not been able to take his place in school until quite recently. Durmg hiS 
abse'nce Mr. W. E. Bellows, of the last Normal class, has taken charge of the 
school and has given excellent satisfaction. Mr. Bellows has now gone to his 
own school at Riga.--Miss Mary Mc Veau, of the last Nor~al class, h~ 
begun work as principal of the public school at Kalkaska. MISS Mc Veau IS 
an excellent· scholar and without doubt wi!! prove to be a good teacher.--
Mr. E. E. Perry seems to be doing good work in his new position as principal 
of the East Tawas school. He has a teachers' class under instruction, @d at 
the same time, as usual, is digging away at his mathematics. He says he has 
"a new method of pulling roots that beats all." 
Illinois. 
THE chief items of news this week are: I. The Executive Committee 01 the State Teachers' Association announce that the next meeting will be 
at Springfield during the holidays. 2 . M. L. Seymour, of Blue Island, has 
been appointed to succeed Dr. Sewall in the State Normal School.--In-
stead of the customary news we call the attention of o~r readers to the fol-
lowing important circular. 
: 
" 
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THE ILLINOIS STATE HISTOIUCAL LIBRARY AND NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, 
CIRCULAR NO. I. 
10 the Scientists of Illinois: • 
It gives us profound pleasure to announce the successful inceptio!l of.meas-
ures designed to establish upon a permanent basiS, and to mamtam with be-
coming liberality the following scientific institutions in this state. 
An act of the l~t General Assembly, approved May 25, 1877, provides 
for the establishment of a State Historical Library and Natural History Mu-
seum m the new State House in Springfield, and the conversion of the Muse-
um at Normal, formerly the property of the State Natural History Soci~ty , 
into a State Laboratory of Natural History. In the former, all the ge?loglcal 
and mineralogical collections made during the progress of the geological sur-
vey will be arranged, together with a full exhibit ~f the ~otany and zool~gy 
of the state, prepared and arranged for popular mstru.ctlOn and attractIve 
display and provision will also be made for the preservatIOn and arrangement 
of all b~oks, papers, and other documents pertaini.ng t? the hi~tory. of t~e ~tate, 
and all specimens of ethnology relating to earlx hlstonc ~md pre·hlstonc times. 
For this Museum the third floor of the entire west wmg of the new State 
Househas been devoted and IS now being furnished as far as necessary to ac-
commodate the collections now on hand; a board of trustees has been created 
consisting of the Governor, Secretary of State, and Superintendent of Public 
Instruction; and a curator has been appointed to take charge of and arrange 
the large amount of material already available. • 
At the State Laboratory at Norm3:1 all b?tanical and zo<;ilogical work for 
the Museum will be done and matenal furnished for the bIOlogical work of 
the state educational institutions. It will also provide for the use of scientists 
and other students a full series of the botanical and zoological species of Illi-
nois (including anatomical and histological material) prepared an,d arranged 
for ;eference and study, together with such extra·limital specie.s for com-
parison as are necessary to give correct ideas of the general relatIOns of our 
fauna and flora to thO!le of other regions. At this institution all books, instru-
inents, laboratory furniture, and applia.nces of ev~ry sort needed for. thorough 
work in each department of biology, Will be provld~d, .and an especial feature 
of the State Laboratory will I;>e the .thorough orgamzatlOn ?f every part of the 
material, in a way to make It read ily and completely avaIlable for the u§e of 
specialists and other students of science. . 
This institution remains under the control of the State Board of Education, by 
whom liberal appropriations ha,:e. been made for the furtherance of. its. work 
during the next two years. ProVISIOn has also been made for .the publIcation of 
all acceptable original matter offered relating.to the natural hlstoIJ: of the st~te 
in the Bulletins of the Laboratory, one of which has already been Issued, while 
the second is now in course of preparation. . 
The support afforded -these institutions .by the state !s not suffi~ient to relieve · 
them from dependence upon the cooperatIOn of the fnends of sCience through; 
out the state for their highest success, and the opportunity is now afforded the 
scientific men and women of Illinois to establish the future of science in this 
state on a: sure foundation. The spontaneous interest which all such must feel 
in this matter will doubtless render any urgent appeal unnecessary, and we, 
therefore, confine ourselves to simply indicating the direction in which their co, 
operation is most needed. 
There are' no doubt many persons in this state ,vho have stone and flint im· 
plements of pre-historic age in their possession, or. rare minerals and fossils, 
which they would gladly donate to the State Museum, where they would be 
preserved for all .time, .and b~ accessible for study to those interested in these 
departments of sCience; and m all such cases where the specimens are deemed 
worthy of being placed on exhibiton in the Museum, the donor's name will be 
placed upon the specimen or the label attached thereto, and also entered upon 
the catalogues of the Museum, and where private collections of sufficient size 
and value to fill an entire case are presented, they will be kept intact and des' 
. ignated by the person's name by whom they are presented. All specimens in 
the departments above named may be sent to the State Museum at Springfield 
in care of the curator, and also all historical books, papers, or other historical 
documents. ' 
The following specimens are also wanted for the use of the State Laboratory 
at Normal, to be sent to the care of the director thereof, by whom due credit will 
be given for all valuable material: Reptiles, amphibians, insects (especially hy. 
menoptera), insect larvre, cryptogamic plants (especially fungi). Fuller details 
of tile condition and future needs of both institutions will be given in subsequent 
circulars, and it is our earnest wish that, as' soon as practicable, a State Society 
of Natural History may be fonned in connection with these institutions. 
A. H. WORTHEN, 
Curator of The Illinois State Historical Library and Natural History Museum,Sprinfield. 
S. A. FORBES, , 
Director of T he Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History, N ormaI. 
By order of the Board of Trustees. 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Sept. I, 1877. 
R. P-)OHNSTON, Secy. 
The following rules of the Board of Trustees of the Illinois State Historical 
Library and Natural History Museum are published for the information of the 
public: 
The Curator shall have tile general charge of the Museum, and as soon as 
tile cases for the reception of tile geological specimens are prepared, he shall 
proceed without delay .to place therein a series of all the minerals, fossils, and 
lithological specimens now belonging to the state; to be arranged and labeled 
in such a manne~ that they may be readily seen by all visitors to the Museum. 
He shall also make and preserve a complete catalogue of all specimens placed 
in the Musuem for exhibition, the specimens to be numbered on the catalogue 
and a corresponding number placed upon each label, and also upon the sped-
mens or the cards upon which they are mounted. No specimen after being 
catalogued and placed on exhibition shall be taken from the Museum under 
any pretext except to give place to a beller one of the same kind to which a 
corresponding number shall be attached. 
As soon as the specimens now on hand are placed in the cases the Museum 
shall be open to the public and shall be kept open each week day from 9 
o'clock A. M. until 4 P. M. 
Donations of all specimens in Natural History may be received, and those 
deemed worthy of being placed on exhibition shall have the donor's name 
placed thereon, 'and a record of all such contributions shall be kept by the cu-
rator. -
.Iowa. 
NOTES AND NEWS. 
THE Davenport High School reports an enrollment of 239 pupils.- - Th Marshalltown schools are in a crowded condition. Supt. Rogers says 
"Last year the enrollment excee'ded tile total number of sittings by one-third, 
and the recent school census shows an increase of more than 100 over that of 
last year."--The study of Latin has been abolished in the Ottumwa public 
schools.--Supt. von Ccelln reports that the whole number of persons in Iowa 
between the ages of five and twenty-one in 1877, was 553,910. Of these 398,825 
were enrolled in the public schools.- -Mr. H. M. Hoon, the genial and affable 
principal of the Vinton schools, paid us a flying visit a few weeks ago. Mr. H. 
was our predecessor of nineteen years ago. He found Davenport had grown 
wonderfully. To Mr. Hoon, we believe, belongs the honor of organizing the 
first county normal institute ever held in the state. If we are in error let the 
pioneer organizer stand up. - -Fairfield employs twelve teachers. Her 
schools are said to be in a flourishing condition.-- Prof. F. P. Brewer, the 
new Iowa College professor, is rendering perfect satisfaction in his new fiel~ of 
labor. He is spoken of as a very fine teacher of Greek. 
IOWA SCHOOL REPORT FOR SEPT. 1877. 
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Davenport, 18 3627 3409 3290 342 99.7 96.5 MissP.W.Sudlow. 
Clinton, 20 1660 1543 1458 129 94. H. Sabin. 
Oskaloosa, 20 988 911 876 679 171 99.5 96. H. H. Seerley. , 
Marshalltown 20 958 897 858 793 8g 426 99·7 9S.SIC. P. Rogers. 
Iowa City, 19 915 848 818 501 131 46, 99·3 "'r A. G. Oui,. Grinnell, 20 460 430 412 350 12 252 99.9 96. A. C. Hart. 
Bellevue, 20 310
1 
275 I 205 89 C. E. Smith. Fayette, 20 226 183 132 J . B. Knoepf~er. 
CHICAGO, NOTES. 
THE Board of Education has under consideration the question of teaching phonography in the public schools.--The prnicipals of the King, Og. 
den, and Kinzie Schools have had their salaries increased $200 each. 
Dr. John Lord proposess to deliver in Chicago a course of twelve historical , 
lectures, on those great characters who have given a maFked impulse to civili-
zation, or who have effected important changes in society, being 'a selection 
from his long course of seventy lectures which he has been delivering the past 
nine yea~s in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia·, 
These lectures will be given in Hershey Music Hall, No. 83 Madison street, 
at 3 o'clock on Monday and Thursday afternons, commencing Octoqer 22, 
1877. , 
The main purpose of these lectures is educational, to assist ladies and stu-
dents in their historical studies, and direct their attention to the great events 
and characters of two thousand years; they are the result of forty years histori: 
cal investIgation, and have been given in most of the large cities in both En-
gland and the United States. Forty different lectures were given in Philadel-
phia last winter, and to aud~ences of fifteen hundred people, '~)\1e-third of whom 
were gentlemen. Tickets for the course, with reserved seat, $5.00 ; single ad-
mission, Soc; reserved seat, extra, 25c. To be had at the. bookstores of Jansen, 
McClurg & Co., 117 State street, and W. G. Holmes, No. 17 Madison street. 
Dr. W. W. ]1:verts, the well-known pastor of the first Bapti~t Church" has 
been elected Chancellor of the Chicago University, vice Dr. BUIToughs, who 
resigned the position last summer, expressing the purpose to be absent a year 
or two in Europe. As Chancellor, Dr. Everts fills the position of financial 
agent for the West. The plan adopted last summer provided for the gradual 
paying off of the debt, and, as a part of that plan, two financial agents were to 
be appointed-one at the East and the other at the West-to work among the 
churches and secure contributions to go toward placing the finances of th~ in-
stitution on a new and favorable footing. 
The only sure way to get the first number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER is 
to send us a postal card asking for it. We want all who are interested tb do 
this, as the extra numbers will be sent to those who are not subscribers to the 
W$KLY, unless we rece~ve your invi,tation. 
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Musical Department. 
TEACHING MUSIC TO CHILDREN.-II1. 
THE subject of keeping tim~ in music is one of .great importance, and while its introduction is sometimes made a very difficult task, hoth for teacher 
and pupils, hy its being taught in a purely mechanicai manner, it ~ay be ren-
dered quite easy if advantage be taken of the matter of accentuation. From 
the very first, in all singing done by the pupils, especially in the singing of 
rote- songs, careful attention should be given to develop the rhythmic move-
ment of every song, by requiring correct accentuation and phrasing. This, 
however, cannot be accomplished if loud, harsh, and expressionless use of the 
voice be permitted; nor will it be possible if the pupils sing in a slow and 
careless manner, joined with indistinct articulation. Let the singing of chil-
dren, therefore, be of an animated, cheerful~( not frivolous) character; let the 
quality of voice be soft and pleasant; let the articulation be distinct-" clear-
cut;" let the accentuation and pharsing be well defined. If these points have 
been properly guard.ed, the work of teaching the pupils to measure the dura-
tion of sounds, together with all other matters consequent theret? , will be .com-
pantively easy. 
In order to introduce the simplest kind of measure, we may take a rote-song, 
written in trochaic verse, and, giving ·careful attention to the points .named 
above, teach the pupils to sin~ it. The pretty little song, "Schoolmates dear, 
good. night, good-night," which may be found in Loomis' Progressive Music 
Less~ns, No. I, would be very suitable. When the school can sing some such 
song in a proper manner, the teacher may place the first line of the words up-
on: the black-board, separatin~ the syllables, and afterward numbering them 
thus: 
I 234 5 6 7 S 
Now the qui - et shades are fall_ing. 
After reading or singing this, attention may be called to the fact that the first, 
third, fifth, and seventh syllables are spoken or sung a little louder, or with 
more force of voice, than the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth. This speaking 
or singing one syllable with more force than another may be explained as be-
ing called accent. Let the pupils now recite the line, giving marke,{ accents 
to the proper syllables, and repeat it in this way several times until it is well 
done, and the teacher is satisfied that each one understands what is meant by 
, accent. It may be well to have the' pupils exaggerate the accents for awhile, 
in order more thoroughly to impress the idea upon their minds. Next have 
the pupils raise their right hands, palms downward, near their breasts, and as 
they speak the accented syllables strike down with their hands, lifting them as 
they pronounce the unaccented ones. ~Use the hand only, not the arm) . After 
this, it may be sung, each pupil being careful to accent correctly and always 
give the downward strokes of the hand with the accents. The motions of the 
hand may be. called" beating time." Proceeding next to draw a short verti-
cal line just before each syllable that is ;Lccented, the teacher may inform tlie 
pupils that the lines she is making are called bars, and in music are always 
placed just before the accented parts, and by this means they may always 
know· wha! to accent: and when.to give the do~nward beat of the hand. The 
line will now appear thus: 
I Now the I qui-et I shades are I fall-ing. I 
/ Ca1~g attention to the fact that in making the bars the words have be~n 
separated into equal divisions in .each of which are two syllables, one of which 
recei~ an accent, and the other none, the teacher may explain that such di-
visions in music are called measures, and as it requires a certain amount of 
time to sing one measure, we may define a measure as a division 0/ time. 
The teacher may afterward explain that as in each of these measures there are 
two parts, it is called double measur~. Being sure that these steps have been 
- well understood, the teacher may next proceed to draw, immediatly above the 
words, a sufficient number of horizontal lines on which to represent the vari-
ous tones that compose the tune that ha- been previously learned, after which 
she may extnd the bars llpward across the horizontal lines, thus: 
~ Now the ==i 'qui - et ==i . shades are ~ fall ~ ing. ~ 
After this the nOles may be placed in their proper order. Have the pupils 
thoroughly understand every step that is taken, and before each note is made 
call their att~n.tion to the tone that should be represented, and let them sug-
e-est the positton of the note. In this way their interest will be continued 
.and they will manifest great pleasure in at last discovering the written inusi~ 
which will, by this time, appear thus: 
---I--!~--l '---i--l- ~ · 3=+- --4== -==Jt==~~~-t--- ---.~== 
1 ~~ qui - et -I shades are fall - ing. 
After the notes are thus placed, the school may proceed to sing, using the 
syllables, do, do, re, re, dc., as the teacher points to each note; then repeat, 
giving the proper accents; and, finally, accenting and beating time, as it is 
sung. An entire stanza may be introduced at once, if thought best, by the 
teacher, instead of one line at a time, as we have suggested. For the intro-
duction of simple: three-part or triple measure, dactyli"c verse may be used, 
taking similar steps to those used in introducin~ double measure. The follow-
ing line may serve as an example of the kind of verse required; 
" Bird of the wilderness, blithesome and cumberless." 
Of course, one kind of measure should he thoroughly learned before anoth-
er is attempted; and not only should the theoretical points be well under6tood, 
Qut many various and pleasing exercises should be introduced in order that 
the practical part may be as nearly perfect as possible. By making good use 
of this feature of accentuation, as we have suggested, in the introduction of 
all the various kinds of measures, teachers will find it one of the greatest aids 
in their work of instruction. 
Practical Hints and Exercises.· 
CHAPTERS IN SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
II. ORGANIZ,\TlON. 
President Wm. F. PHELPS, Whitewater, Wisconsin. 
PRELIMINARY duties 0fschooll!ific~rs. The mistakes of school officers _ in the preliminary arrangements for opening the school are often fatal 
to success. Sufficient care is not exerci~ed in the selection of teachers . The 
question of special fitness and adaptation is too frequently subordinated to 
that of cheapness. A low salary is practically the chief consideration. Ex-
perience, ability, and skill rarely compete successfully with inexperience at a 
meager prj.ce. By such a short-sighted policy, failure is bargained lor in ad-
vance, and the school board is responsible for it, although the poor teacher is 
made the scape-goat in the case. He suffers while the real authors of the 
mischief are pl:rhaps allowed to go on blundering and to blunder, in accord-
ance with the law that "history repeats itself!" In nothing connected with 
school administration is so much careful discrimination required as in the ex-
ercise of this function of employing teachers. There is such a thing as a special 
adaparion of particular persons to places. The secret of success lies in the wise 
application of this principle. In employing teachers, therefore, school officers 
should take into careful consideration the peculiar conditions and circum-
stances of the school, as to the ~rade of studies, the difficulties of discipli ne, 
the tastes and wishes of the inhabitants, and on the other hand, the special 
qualifications necessary to meet these conditions and circumstances. We do 
not hesitate to express the conviction, that were proper attention bestowed 
upon these matters relating to the organization of schools by those whose duty 
it is to provide for their wants, failu re and dissatisfaction would be of rare · 
occurrence. 
S. Engaging a school. The co"tract. _No teacher should engage a school 
until his chances of success in the position have been carefully weighed. No· 
school officers should engage a teacher until the same question has been duly 
considered from their own standpoint. General looseness is the wrong general 
to win success in any encounter. Success in public affairs demands the same 
compliance 'with the essential conditions as does success in private affairs. 
When, therefore, a teacher has determined to secure a particular position, and 
when the other "high contracting parties" have decided that he or she will be 
"the right person in the right place," there should be a fr-ee exchange of views 
as to the plans and methods of teaching and government to be pursued qy the 
former. A teacher who has not clearly defined view~ of his duties is prima 
facie unfit to be employed anywhere. If these views are unsound and tend 
to injurious re_ults, he should not be employed. If, on the other hand, they 
be wise and practical, he should be sustained by the school board in the effort 
to carry them into· execution. ' This should be understood from the beginning. 
The consistent and steady support of the school officers is essential to the 
success of the teacher's efforts. Without such support his best measures may 
be baIRed, if not utterly defeated. Hence, let these plans be unfolded during 
the negotiations, and let the support 0/ tM school authorities be made a condi-
tion in the contract. A full understanding upon this point should be arrived 
at in the beginning whether it be embodied in the formal contract or not. No 
less care should ·be exercised in making school engagements than in other 
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business engagements. T~ac1urs abov~ all ot/urs should cultivat~ cornct 
.ousinus habits. 
9. Th~ first day of school. To the young teacher the first day is an eventful 
:and important one. Much depends upon the impressions he shall make when he 
:appears for the, first time before his charge. Every :'recaution should therefore 
taken be to secure pleasant and favorable impressions. The plans for the day 
should be carefully considered and deliberately executed. Nothing should be 
left tothe impulse of the moment. In calling the school to order, let a quiet 
and self-possessed demeanor be practiced. If possible, the presence of one or 
more of the school officers should be secured, through whom an introduction 
to the children ~ould be eminently proper, accompanied such by remark~ as 
occasions of this kind seenl to sanction. Let these proceedings be followed 
by a few simple and fitting words by the teacher explanatory of the mutu?l 
duties and relations of instructor and pupils. This may be followed by some 
appropriatel:eneral exercise, as singing led by the teacher. By this means 
embarrassment may be dispelled and a bond of sympathy established be-
tween the parties who are .to be so intimately associated in the future. If the 
first effort be not entirely successful, try again, and again, until sufficient 
confidence is gained to render further intercourse pleasant and free. If sing-
ing be not practicable, select some other exercise, in which the teacher is him-
self proficimt. Nothing should be undertaken in which the instrnctor i< not 
competent to lead and ' inspire confidence. A hesitating and uncertain manner 
will be quickly detected by the children and will be fatal to that entire confi-
dence which a teacher should ever be able to command. 
SCHOOL MOTTOES. 
MOTTOES of some kind should be displayed on the walls of every school-room. They can be purchased at very low rates, or the teacher can 
prepare them himself. As a sample of such as should be seen in the halls 
and corridors of large public institutions of learning, we print below those 
observed recently at the State Normal School at Whitewater, Wisconsm; they 
may not be considered mottIJes, but they serve the· same purpose: 
" Clean your feet." 
" No spitting on floors I" 
"Visitors are requested not to converse in class rooms or interrupt the 
teachers." 
" A true gentleman will be a gentleman everywhere I" 
" REGULATIONS.-All persons visiting these closets will please observe the 
subjoined regulations: I. Refrain from marking, cutting, ()r in any way de-
facing or injuring the walls or wood work of this building. 2 . Leave no 
scraps of paper, nut-shells, or other litter of any kind on the floors or seats or 
in the passage ways. 3. In all things let d~cmcy, propn'dy and scrupulous 
neatness be your constant care. Remember that mann~rs and habits make 
the man. To command respect show that your are worthy of it by first re-
specting yourself in all places. 4. For the comfort and convenience of all 
concerned, you will please promptly report all violations of these regulations, 
and all evidences of disorderly and improper conduct observable on these 
premises." 
" NOTICE TO STUDENTS.-I. The pupils of this school will hereafter be 
held to their full shar~ of responsibility for the n~a'ness and good order of 
these premIses in .11 their parts. 2. To this end they are expected to observe 
scrupulous car~ that their duks anu the floors surrounding tlu sam~ are kept 
free from loou pap~rs and litter of roery kind, and that their books, slatu, and 
other materials for work are preserved in good ord<!r. 3. All students are re-
quired to be .neat, quiet and orderly in the cloak rooms, corriders, class rooms, 
and all passageways leading thereto. They will refrain from spitting on the 
floors, scattering scraps of paper, or in any way defacing or injuring the 
walls, furniture or fixtures of the building. 4. Students should remember 
that whatever tends to disorder or lack of neatness in the person or surround-
ings, is a positive injury to the character, and a discredit to the school itself. 
No person is fit to become a teacher who does not make self-di!lcipline and 
personal culture the foundation of all other attainments." 
. ,.. 
HOW TO LEARN GERMAN.:-NO. III. 
By ZUR BRiicKE. 
\ 
I GIVE this week a lesson on the hand, taken from my little work for learning German by speaking on objects in nature, and of things in real 
life.* This same lesson was, I think, given last winter at the State Teachers' 
Association at Champaign, in this state, substantially as it stands in my book, 
and was received with much favor by those present. Presuming that many 
others, who were not present at Champaign, would like to see t~e Jesson in 
print, I give- it here in a.~ short a form as possible: 
In the first place, then, the learner has already a large fund of words to 
. -Teachers wishin'g to obtain more information on thIS subject may easIly do so by send-
Ing fifty cents to S. C. Griggs & Co., '5 Washington St .• (the publisbers), or to Dr. Zur 
Brucke, 1487 Indiana Avenue, Ch,caa:o. . 
start with, for the words Hand, Finger; Daum~n, Arm, Faust, etc., are so like 
their English equivalents, that they are easiiy recognized by their sound at the 
very first hearing. 
The teacher raises hIS arm iUld looks at his hand, saying, "Diu ist ~ine 
Hand," this is a hand; "Dies ist d" Fingel', Dies ist ein Daum~n, Dies ist 
dn~ Faust, Dus ist citt Arm," (this is a finger, a thumb, a fist, an arm). 
Now the teacher may venture tf) ask, "ist dies ~in~ Hand ?" Reply:" '.la, 
das ist dne Hand." "1st di~s ~i" Finger?" Reply: "'.la, das ist ~in Fi"ger." 
Again, raising the index finger, the teacher Points at various objects near at 
' hand, saying, "lch kan" mit dem Finger zeigen," (I can point with the 
finger). "Ich kanll die Uhr zeigm," (I can point Ollt the watch); "Ich kann 
die Hattsuhr z~igm," (I can point at the clock). "Ich kann auf dm Hut z~i­
gen," (I can point at the hat), etc., etc., (watch, Taschenuhr). 
Let the teacher, now hplding up the index finger, ask: "1st diu dn Zeige-
fittger?" Reply:" '.la, dos ist der Zeigljit!ger" (that is the index finger). 
Again: "1st dies eitl Mittd.fitlger?" Reply : " '.la, das ist d~r Milteljinger." 
"1st dies ein Ring.fitlger P" "'.la , das ist d~r Ringjinger." Lastly," lst 
dies ein Klein~r Finger P" "'.la, das ist der K/~ine Finger." 
Resume.-We have learned so far not only several words, but in fact sev-
erm sentences, without neassarily translating a single word, as nearly all the 
explanation can be given by signs and motIons. 
Much can be accomplished by this object teaching through the sound of the 
words themselves, as is seen in Hand, Fi"g~r, Faust, Arm,etc.,and even in the 
names of the fingers, :lS Mi"~ljitlger, Rillg.fi"g~r, etc., for here we see that 
Ring.fillger is the same in both English and German, and that Mitt~ljinger 
closely resembles in sound the word middle-finger. 
In some subsequent lesson we shall take up the comparison of objects as . 
to size, color, etc. 
MORE BLUNDERS. 
AN English pedagogue has given your readers an amusing page of bIun-. . ders, duly vouched for. Having enjoyed the same, and having often 
found the dreary monotouy of correctil.lg examination papers relieved by a 
positively good and original blunder, I willingly contribute a few specimens 
from my' blunder· book, all of which I will vouch for as genuine and occurring 
in my own 'experience. 
Without attempting to classify blunders, I take the followmg from a single 
page where I have written down sOJIle of th-e gems of my collection, 
"Hail, conjugal horrors /" for "Hail, congenial horrors." 
"Sauerkraut,-A kind of fish". • 
"Eli Whitney invented a process of making wine out of cotton-sud." 
"Quahaug,-A ferocious animal, found in South America." 
"Eucharist,-Hedgehog." (Echinus intended.) 
"Dragoon,-A kind of boat used in building bridges." 
"The rhetorical figure of Schmutady." . 
U It " " " antimony." 
I ch bin d~r letze m~ines Stam1flu. "I am the last of my ancestors." 
"The angle of imolma is equal to the angle of reflection." 
Rroocallt vires vietu. "They call the men to their food." 
"The blood passes from the right-ventricle throu~h the sublunary valves." 
"His conduct gave much ~mbargo (umbrag~) to his subjects." -
English Literature classes often give rich harvests of queer mistakes, e. g.: 
h Moses from an Old Manse," "Bridl:e of Size," "Pippa Steps," "Philip 
Sydney'S Letter on the Pennsylvania Bonds," "Lawrence Steele wrote Rode-
rick Shandy." 
Examples of tht! hopele3sly· stupid and wildly 'absurd ,may be multiplied' 
indefinitely. A few may suffice. 
"Champollion was a Frenchman who accompanied Alexander into Egypt." 
"Anthony escaped from the battle of Actium on one of Cleopatra's gun-
boats." 
"An atoll is water surrounded' by elms and cocoanuts." 
"Solon was a Roman consul, lived about the fifth century, B. C., noted for 
his toleration of the Christian religion.''' 
Object of Burgoynes expedition? "To acquire new territory and to be-
come governor." 
What battles ruined him? "The battles of Lexington and of New Orleans." 
Who commanded against him? "General Howe." 
"The reason why the polar circles are 23U degrees from the poles is be-
cause it is so cold there." 
_ "The Rosetta Stone was dlscov.ered by Herodotus in the xix century." 
"Longfellow's principal work was the Waverly Novels." 
I doubt not that other teachers can furnish equally amusing examples ad 
libitum. H. L. B. 
When a yonng man thinks that the chief end of his education is to keep his 
hands ;oft, it is a sure sign that his head is already soft. 
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REQUISITES FOR A SUCCESSFUL TEACHER. 
II. ACQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS. 
Supt. H. S. BAKER, Pierce County, Wisconsin. 
WITHOUT natural aptitude for teaching, developed by practice, proved by success, all acquired qualifications are of little value. To endeav· 
or, by elaborate preparation, to become a teacher, without ascertaing by actual 
practice in a limited sphere that there is some natural taste and tact in that 
line, is folly. 
Supt. Agnes Hosford, of Eau Claire county, had a clear view of what a 
teacher should first do fcir himself, when she told the district officers as fol . 
lows : "High scholarship is not always an evidence that teaching will be 
well done, but poor scholarship is an evidence that proper teachmg is impos· 
sible." The most pernicious fallacy in school policy is the belief that pupils 
can receive good instruction from a teacher who is barely in advance of them. 
A mind of no cultivation is not one that ·can stimulate pupils. It has no stock 
of power to meet emergencies. 
Of scarcely less importance is an active, studious mind. If a teacher is 
satisfied with his own a.cquirement, and .lacks the desire or energy to con· 
stantly study, he soon becomes, from contact with those of less mental power, 
decidedly dull. Then woe to the pupils under such a nightmare. 
When an engineer would build a bridge he considers the properties of the 
iron and wood, their behavior under strain, shock, and jar; the pressure 
and tension they will bear per inch. He who would work successfully with 
the human mind must know its laws, its powers, its order of development, 
and how it is affected by different bodily states. The laws of mental activity 
may be learned in three ways, by the faithful teacher. He may· study pure 
metaphysics, and apply the laws himself as needed. He may study applied 
mental science, as ~ught in the works of eminent teachers. He may look 
backward through his own mental growth and observe what were his difficul· 
ties, and how he overcame them. But of all ways the three may be combined. 
All sound teaching must be based upon a knowledge of the mind's action. 
Moral claims urge a teacher to know something of physiology. When 
we see such monstrosities as geography without map drawing, botany with· 
out flowers, spelling without writing, elaborate mathematical demonstrations 
in primary arithemtic classes, is it not evident that the first principles are 
not in sight? Years of training in professional schools with daily discus· 
sions of its workings, and constant study of the thought of master minds 
among the tel!.chers of the past, cannot fathom all the wonders and processes 
of· the human mind. "But it will kerp one from many common blunders. The 
object of common schools is to make good citizens . . Then It is the teacher's 
duty to free hjmself from all immorality, and bad habits, as the use of nar-
cotics. These do not form any part of ideal manhood and womanhood, and 
only when I give all the attributes of these, do I name all the "requisites for a 
successful teacher." 
SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS OF ARITHMETIC. 
BEGINNERS need much practice in both reading and writing numbers. Give, therefore, a great number of examples for exercise. 
Combination problems-that is, problems which comhine the operations of 
several J1lles in their solution -will do mueh to evolve thought on the part of 
the pupil. Since the pupil cannot solve these problems by anyone rule, it is 
necessary that he "think out" his own method of solution. It also shows him 
the practical application of arithmetic. 
Thorough and frequent drill" should be given in addition, particularly in the 
addition of ledger columns. Give a thorough drill in all the fundamental rules; 
all others are based on these. 
See that the work in written arithmetic, whether on the slate or on the black-
board, is neat and in proper ord'er. See also that pupils give all their solutions, 
analyses, and explanations in grammatical language. 
Give the class frequently problems selected from actual business operations 
and from other books. Encourage them to think for themselves and give 
original solutions. 
Have your pupils originate problems to illustrate the principles and rules, 
and thus make an application of the science as they learn it. 
Be s~e that the pupils understand each part of their work before they pass 
to the, next. Be thorough! 
-From Raub', Complete Arithmetic. 
Publishers' Notes. 
PRICE of the WEEKLY to all subscribers ttll Ja~. I, I878, 30 cents. 
-We are glad to announce that Miss Isabel Lawrence, superintendine- critic 
teacher in the Whitewater Normal School, has been engaged to prepare a senes 
of practical sketches on subjects connected with primary school wOl'k, for the 
WEEKLY and THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, the first of which will probably ap· 
pear next week. The first series will be on Reading. Two sketches will 
appear in each number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER. The experience and 
ability of Miss Lawrence are a guarantee that her contributions will be of great 
value to teachers. 
-Thanks to Mr. Henry A. Ford, of Michigan, for a list of six/yjiv/ teachers 
in one county who want to receive THE PRACTICAL TEACHER. 
-Ten subscribers for THE PRACTICAL TEACHER, with $10, will procure 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY one year. 
We have copies only of the Arithmetic and Spelling and Penmanship, of the 
Regents' Questions, now left. We will send them pos\paid for twenty-five 
cents each. 
-We still nee:i more copies of No. 31 of the WEEKLY. Any who have 
extra copies of 21,31,32, or 40, will confer a favor on us by returning them. 
We will extend their subscriptions one week for each copy so returned. 
Thanks to those who responded to our first call. 
-Extra copies of the first number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHKR will be sent 
to principals and ~uperintendellts who will place them in the hands of their 
teachers. Principals of normal schools are invited to send to us for any 
number of copies for their graduating classes. We wish to make a generous 
distribution of the first number. 
-Teachers of experience are particularly requested to send us short arti cles 
on practical subjects, especially methods of teaching the different branches 
found in the common school. We want jottings,-brief notes, single thoughts, 
actual results of school work, and actual processes. Teachers can help each-
other better than others can help them. 
-John· Wiley & Sons have our thanks for their catalogues and lists of pub-
lications. Their catalogue of scientific works consists of two parts, the first 
0(90 pages, and the second of 52 pages. They are large importers of foreign 
books and periodicals and give prompt attention to the smallest orders. Public 
libraries, schools, and colleges can impo t through them two copies of any 
book free of duty. 
-The Musical Department of the WEEKLY has received much praise from 
our readers, and justly, for we think it one of the best features of the paper. 
Prof. Smith's articles on the teaching of music in primary schools, now being 
published, are of great value to all teachers. 
- Our subscnption list increased so much more during the week ending Oct. 
18 than we had provided for or anticipated, that at the last moment we found 
ourselves unable to mail the WEKKLY to the following subscribers, besides a 
few exchanges. We regret this very much, and can only extend their subscrip· 
tions one week. Of course we can not supply No. 40 to any at present. O. A. 
Follmer,Nelson, Neb.; a club of five at Millstadt, II!.; L. B. Root, Middlebury, 
Ind.; Y. M. Rdg. Room, Greencastle, Ind.; Helen Fall, North Vernon, Ind.; 
J. E. Sherrill, Mt. Meridian, Ind.; Alex. Chambers, North Madison, Ind.; G. 
G. Manning, Pent, Ind.; James Finkle, Petersville, Ind.; M. J. Suffle,Knighls: 
town, Ind.; R . F. Kerr, Kentland, Ind.; J. L. Miller, Ligonier, Ind.; W . H. 
Staples, Lexington, Ind.; L. S. Thompson, La Fayette, Ind.; Lizzie Loyd, 
Moore's Vineyard,Ind.; Chas. Gestrin, Northfield, Vt.; H. F. Harrin"gton, New 
Bedford, Mass.; R. J. Cannichel, Nevada City, Cal.; Prof. G. W. Atherton, 
New Brunswick, N. J.; F. H. Umholtz,Mercer, Pa.; Frank Patch, Maine 
Prairie, Minn.; J. D. Hunt, Moscow, Kansas ; J. D. Holcomb, Mallet Creek, 
Ohio; W. M. Berkstresse, New Cumberland, Penn.; Hettie E. Boutwell, Ma-
rine, Minn.; A. Setzepfand, Marion, Ohio; H. C. Babcock,Marysville, Cal.. R. 
G. Beston, New Ulm, Minn.; Emma C. Kellogg, Northampton Mass,; H. G. 
Wolcott, North Bend, Neb.; E, M: Allen, Newton, N. J.; R . S. Powell, 
North View, Va.; Eva Underwood, Maple Plain, Minn.; A. M. Perkins, Mon-
ticello, Minn.; Lizzie Leach, Michigan Bluffs, Ca!.; Prof. P. N. Miller, Mead-
ville, Pa.; Dora Eldrige, Mont Clair, N. J.; Hon. Leon Trousdale, Nashville, 
Tenn. 
I am much pleased with the binder. It is· handsome, and made of the best 
material, besides it is very easy to place the papers in it and fasten them tightly. 
I h~ve my EDUCATIONAL WEEKLIES all secure against loss now, and in a con-
vement form for reference. I have read every article as the numbers canle to 
hand, an~ now that I have th~m in :;uch. convenient form I propose reading 
them agam, and expect to derive as much benefit as from the first reading.-
J. M. Tipton, Plum Creek, Nebraska. 
. I like the WEEKLY ~e!y much. It is surely the best publication of the kind 
m the West.-Supt. Wilham Thomas, Holly, Mich. 
If your PRACTICAL TEACHER is half as good as the WEEKFY you may enroll 
me as a subscriber. The WEEKLY stands head and shoulders'above any west-
ern, or in. fact any other edu~ationaljournal I read.-C. W. Wilson, Vernon, Ia. 
